
Osmo Colour Revive Hot Pink
225ml.
Read More
SKU: PC064112
Categories: Colour Boost Conditioner, Colour Treated
Hair, Hair Care

Product Description

Osmo Colour Revive HOT PINK
Osmo Colour Revive's Avocado and Linseed Oil formula helps restore vibrancy and shine,
leaving hair feeling soft, shiny and more manageable.

Formulated with intense colour actives
Infused with Avocado Oil to nourish and protect the hair
With Linseed Oil extract to help protect against colour fade
Helps restore vibrancy and shine
Can also be used on blonde hair for a fun fashion-led look
The perfect in-salon extension treatment to a wash and blowdry
Fabulous fragrance
8 amazing shades to choose from

AVAILABLE IN: 225ml https://youtu.be/9C5n16H8joQ
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Osmo Chromaplex Bond
Conditioner 1000ml
Read More
SKU: PC066018
Categories: Dry Hair, Hair Care, Hair Treatments,
Shampoo & Conditioner

Product Description

A nourishing conditioner designed to help replenish lost moisture whilst prolonging the life of
your colour.

HOW IT WORKS

This nourishing daily conditioner with Sunflower Seed Extract and Argan Oil helps prolong the
life of your colour whilst protecting against natural pollutants. Leaves hair feeling replenished,
strong supple and radiant.

HOW TO APPLY

Cleanse the hair with CHROMAPLEX Bond Shampoo and towel dry. Apply conditioner and
massage gently. Leave for 1 minute before rinsing thoroughly.

SUITED TO

Suitable for dry and damaged hair.
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Osmo Chromaplex Bond
Shampoo 1000ml
Read More
SKU: PC066017
Categories: Curl Definer, Hair Care, Hair Styling &
Finishing

Product Description

HOW IT WORKS
Formulated with Fibre Bond Technology, this gentle sulphate free shampoo helps strengthen
and repair the hair. Colour Save Complex and UV filters help protect against natural pollutants
and prolong the life of your colour. Hair is left feeling soft, strong and radiant. Vegan friendly.

HOW TO APPLY
Apply to wet hair, massage gently and rinse thoroughly. Repeat if necessary.

SUITED TO
Suitable for dry and damaged hair.
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Osmo Colour Save Colour
Radiance Mask 100ml
Read More
SKU: PC064076
Categories: Hair Care, Hair Masks, Hair Treatments

Product Description

An intensely nourishing salt and sulphate free mask for colour treated hair. Formulated with UV
filter, extract of Rose Absolute and Linseed Oil to reduce colour fade whilst nourishing and
smoothing the hair for maximum light reflection. Hair is left silky, smooth and manageable.
Completely cruelty-free.
Apply to towel dried hair from mid lengths to ends and leave for 3-5 minutes. For a more
intense treatment, allow an extra 7-10 minutes before rinsing thoroughly. Adding heat will
intensify the treatment.
Suitable for colour treated hair.

Osmo Wonder 10 Gift Pack
Read More
SKU: PC064725
Categories: Hair Care, Hair Styling & Finishing,
Sulphate Free
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Product Description

Kit includes:
Bond Building Shampoo 200ml
Bond Building Conditioner 200ml
Leave In Treatment (with 10 wondrous effects!) 250ml

10 EFFECTS: 1. Helps repair dry and damaged hair 2. Nourishes and protects for
radiant shine 3. Smoothes split ends and controls frizz 4. Offers thermal protection
from styling tools 5. Formulated with colour protection complex 6. Incredible
detangler 7. Improves the blowdry process 8. Creates body and movement 9. Delivers
softer, silkier, more manageable results 10. Perfect for use on hair extensions

Osmo Curl Revival Replenishing
Cream 200ml
Read More
SKU: PC064305
Categories: Curl Definer, Curly Treatment, Hair
Styling & Finishing, Hair Treatments

Product Description

Protect and enhance your client's curl, coils, or waves with this 2-in-1 hair curl cream - part of
the OSMO Curl Revival collection of bespoke curl care products. The ultra-nourishing?curl
defining cream?provides a soft hold while injecting hair with intense moisture for healthy,
bouncy curls. Resurrection Flower Extract and Jojoba Oil in this?leave-in curl cream?defend
against frizz and humidity while softening and defining locks. Key benefits: - 2-in-1 formula for
use on wet or dry hair. - Vegan and cruelty-free. - Free from sulphates, silicones, parabens and
alcohol. - Resurrection Flower helps to soothe and nourish the scalp while conditioning dry and
damaged hair. - Jojoba Oil is rich in vitamins and minerals that help to strengthen and
moisturise hair. - Curly Girl Method approved. How to use: On wet hair: start with a pea-sized
amount and build as required. Rake through curls using fingers to ensure even distribution.
Style as normal. On dry hair: mix a small amount with a little water in your hand, then either
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squeeze onto the hair or spot-treat individual curls.

Osmo Curl Revival Re-Energising
Gel 200ml
Read More
SKU: PC064304
Categories: Curl Definer, Hair Care, Hair Styling &
Finishing

Product Description

Hydrate and fix curls with this?curly hair gel?from the OSMO Curl Revival collection - a range
of products designed to create personalised care regimes for waves, curls, and coils.
Formulated with Green Tea and Soybean Oil, this moisturising, serum-like gel for curly hair
creates a protective shield around curls with a long-lasting, medium hold. Perfect for smoothing
and enhancing all curl types, the OSMO?curl defining gel?expertly holds hair's style and
shape without stickiness or crunchiness. Key benefits: - Vegan and cruelty-free. - Free from
sulphates, silicones, parabens and alcohol. - Green Tea helps to stimulate the scalp and
minimise curl fall while encouraging hair growth. - Soybean Oil contains Vitamin E and anti-
inflammatory properties to promote a healthy scalp and seal moisture into the hair. - Curly Girl
Method approved. How to use: For maximum effect, apply to damp hair. Rake the curl gel into
hair in sections from the back to the front, ensuring even distribution. Allow to dry, then tip the
head forward and scrunch out the gel to release the cast. For extra volume, repeat underneath,
scrunching and holding in sections to encourage curl formation.
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Osmo Curl Revival Renourishing
Mask 300ml
Read More
SKU: PC064303
Categories: Curly Treatment, Hair Care, Hair Masks,
Hair Treatments

Product Description

Give curls, coils, and waves the tailored care they need with this nourishing?curly hair mask?-
part of the OSMO Curl Revival bespoke curl care regime. Formulated with Avocado Oil and Shea
Butter, this rejuvenating curly hair treatment strengthens and protects hair, while defending
against tangles and breakage. A specialised?OSMO hair mask?for all types of curls, this
intensive treatment improves curl definition, restores moisture levels, and improves hair's
flexibility. Key benefits: - Vegan and cruelty-free. - Free from sulphates, silicones, parabens and
alcohol. - Avocado Oil nourishes hair, making it feel supple, healthy, and more resistant to
damage. - Shea Butter deeply hydrates and locks in moisture. - Curly Girl Method approved.
How to use: After cleansing, apply to damp hair from roots to ends. Detangle with fingers and
leave for approximately 20-30 minutes. Rinse well and style as normal.

Osmo Curl Revival Revitalising
Conditioner 400ml
Read More
SKU: PC064302
Categories: Curly Hair, Hair Care, Shampoo &
Conditioner, Specific Care, Sulphate Free
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Product Description

Deeply nourish curls, coils, and waves with this?curly hair conditioner?from the OSMO Curl
Revival collection - a range of bespoke curl care products designed to create personalised
regimes for each type of curl. This lightweight, leave-in conditioner for curly hair softens and
detangles strands while enhancing definition and shine. Caring Resurrection Flower Extract and
Avocado Oil leave hair soft, supple, and knot-free. Key benefits: - Vegan and cruelty-free. - Free
from sulphates, silicones, parabens and alcohol. - Resurrection Flower helps to soothe and
nourish the scalp while conditioning dry and damaged hair. - Avocado Oil nourishes hair,
making it feel supple, healthy, and more resistant to damage. - Curly Girl Method approved.
How to use: Rake through wet hair in sections using fingers until the hair makes a squelching
sound when squeezed. Partially rinse looser curls, or leave in for drier curls.

Osmo Curl Revival Revitalising
Cleanser 400ml
Read More
SKU: PC064301
Categories: Curly Hair, Hair Care, Shampoo &
Conditioner, Specific Care, Sulphate Free

Product Description

Gently cleanse and revitalise curly hair with this tailored co-wash cleanser from the new?OSMO
Curl Revival?range - a collection of bespoke products designed to create personalised curl
care regimes for waves, curls, and coils. The creamy, no-foam?curly hair cleanser
?reinvigorates the scalp and nourishes thirsty curls for hydrated, silky locks. Formulated with
Resurrection Flower Extract and Avocado Oil, this sulphate-free, clarifying shampoo for curly
hair melts away dirt and product build-up without stripping the hair. Key benefits: - Vegan and
cruelty-free. - Free from sulphates, silicones, parabens and alcohol. - Resurrection Flower helps
to soothe and nourish the scalp while conditioning dry and damaged hair. - Avocado Oil
nourishes hair, making it feel supple, healthy, and more resistant to damage. - Curly Girl
Method approved. How to use: For use on wet hair. Starting at the top of the head, massage
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well into the scalp using a circular motion, working front to back. Follow with the sides and nape
before running through the ends. Detangle with fingers and rinse thoroughly.

Osmo Curl Revival
Reinvigorating Shampoo 400ml
Read More
SKU: PC064300
Categories: Curly Hair, Hair Care, Shampoo &
Conditioner, Specific Care, Sulphate Free

Product Description

Give curly hair the care it needs with new?OSMO Curl Revival?- a collection of bespoke
products designed to create personalised curl care regimes for waves, curls, and coils. This
super-hydrating?curly hair shampoo?lathers into a light foam that gently cleanses curls while
retaining the hair's natural condition. Formulated with nourishing Avocado and Jojoba oils, this
sulphate-free shampoo for curly hair helps to reduce frizz and leave curls feeling clean, fresh,
and hydrated. Key benefits: - Vegan and cruelty-free. - Free from sulphates, silicones, parabens
and alcohol. - Avocado Oil nourishes hair, making it feel supple, healthy, and more resistant to
damage. - Jojoba Oil is rich in vitamins and minerals that help to strengthen and moisturise hair.
- Curly Girl Method approved. How to use: Apply to wet hair and lather well. Rinse thoroughly.
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Osmo X Posed Daily Conditioner
1000ml
Read More
SKU: PC064603
Categories: All Hair Types, Hair Care, Shampoo &
Conditioner, Sulphate Free

Product Description

With its vegan friendly, lightweight formula, this hydrating conditioner infused with Basil, Thyme
and Mandarin contains the perfect blend of ingredients to effectively moisturise the hair with
every use without weighing it down. Leaves hair feeling refreshed, nourished and more
manageable. Vegan Friendly. 97% naturally derived ingredients. Sulphate and Paraben Free.
PH: 3.0 to 5.0

HOW TO APPLY
Distribute evenly throughout wet hair. Massage gently, concentrating on the mid-lengths and
ends. Leave for 3-5 minutes before rinsing thoroughly

SUITED TO
Suitable for all hair types.
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